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The Game Jun 03 2020 On the planet Cray, it's
game time. The Gora and the Lineen are set to
face off in the grudge match to end all grudge
matches. The players are limbering up, the
commentators are preparing, the fans are
daubing themselves in their team's colours. The
arena is set, and the kick-off is approaching.
When the Doctor and Nyssa arrive, however,
they find that Naxy is a sport that anyone can
play - whether they want to or not. Cray's entire
future depends on the match's outcome, but the
time travellers soon realise that it is anything
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but just a game.
Doctor Who: The Secret in Vault 13 Aug 18
2021 In celebration of the first female Doctor
Who in history and the new TV series airing
October 7, 2018! Bestselling author David
Solomons delivers a super smart and vibrant
new heroine in an original adventure bursting
with action and humor. The Doctor has never
faced a challenge quite like this. A sinister
school where graduation means death . . . A
monstrous mystery lurking beneath a quiet
London street . . . A desperate plea for help
delivered by . . . Hang on. A potted plant? The
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Doctor has been summoned. The galaxy is in
terrible danger, and only a Time Lord can save
it. But to do so, she must break into the ancient
Galactic Seed Vault. And at its heart lies a
secret: Vault 13. The Vault has remained
unopened for millions of years and is located on
a remote and frozen world--from which nobody
has ever returned alive. . . . Can the Doctor and
her friends Yaz, Ryan, and Graham uncover the
shocking secret in Vault 13?
Minecraft: The Mountain Oct 20 2021 In the
thrilling sequel to the New York Times
bestselling novel Minecraft: The Island, a
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stranded hero stumbles upon another
castaway—and discovers that teamwork might
just be the secret to survival. Wandering a vast,
icy tundra, the explorer has never felt more
alone. Is there anything out here? Did I do the
right thing by leaving the safety of my island?
Should I give up and go back? So many
questions, and no time to ponder—not when
dark is falling and dangerous mobs are on the
horizon. Gurgling zombies and snarling wolves
lurk in the night, and they’re closing in. With
nowhere to hide, the lone traveler flees up a
mountain, trapped and out of options . . . until a
mysterious figure arrives, fighting off the horde
singlehandedly. The unexpected savior is
Summer, a fellow castaway and master of
survival in these frozen wastes. Excited to find
another person in this strange, blocky world,
the explorer teams up with Summer, whose
impressive mountain fortress as a safe haven . .
. for now. But teamwork is a new skill for two
people used to working alone. If they want to
make it home, they will have to learn to work
together—or risk losing everything.
The Boy who Kicked Pigs Jul 17 2021 An
outrageous and funny, subversive horrorfantasy.
The Chimes of Midnight Jun 15 2021 Still
unable to reach 1930, the TARDIS places the
Doctor and Charley into an Edwardian
household, in 1906. There they meet the
servants of Edward Grove who seems to keep
his workers in a constant state of bewilderment
and terror. When the scullery maid is found
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murdered, it falls to the famous amateur sleuth
known as the Doctor to solve the mysteries. The
only trouble is, the household keep shifting into
different moments in time. This story, akin in
mood to the popular ITV series Sapphire and
Steel, has been written by playwright Robert
Shearman, who was responsible for the
critically acclaimed The Holy Terror in 2000.
This story takes place after the TV movie.
Doctor Who: Fortunes of War Sep 26 2019
Colin Baker reads this original adventure
featuring the Sixth Doctor, set in the First
World War."You've seen what happens, Mark.
You know what time can do if it's damaged."?
Travelling alone for once, the Sixth Doctor
elects to return to Earth, and the First World
War. There he must solve, once and for all, a
mystery he unearthed in earlier incarnations.
Someone has been interfering to alter the
course of the war--but to what end? Reunited
with Captain Mark Steadman and Nurse Annie
Grantham, the Doctor travels to a forest in
Germany, on a cold morning in November. At
the heart of the forest is a massive temporal
disturbance, and there he will rendezvous with
whoever is behind the subtle changes to the
accepted history of the Great War. But the
forces of Time bring other entities to the
meeting place: terrifying, corporeal ghosts of
soldiers from many centuries of battle. If the
Doctor, Mark and Annie are to escape with
their lives--and return history to it proper
course--they will need help from unexpected
quarters?

Project Nov 28 2019
Doctor Who: the Sinister Sponge and Other
Stories Mar 25 2022 A selection of weird and
wonderful stories from the pages of Doctor Who
Annual, featuring the first six Doctors and their
companions. Jon Culshaw, Frazer Hines, Dan
Starkey, Louise Jameson and Nicola Bryant
read a selection of exuberant and colourful
tales from the legendary Doctor Who Annual, a
Christmas stocking treat from the 1960s to the
1980s. In Terror on Tiro the First Doctor
endures a punishing journey across an alien
landscape in order to find his friend. Follow the
Phantoms takes the Second Doctor, Jamie and
Victoria to a land where the boundaries of time
are blurred. The Third Doctor and Jo find
themselves catapulted into The House That
Jack Built, and then Sarah falls under the
influence of The Sinister Sponge. The Fourth
Doctor and Leela encounter The Crocodiles
from the Mist, and the Fifth Doctor, Tegan and
Turlough join forces with the Brigadier to
tackle a threat posed by The Nemertines. In
Beauty and the Beast the Sixth Doctor and Peri
enjoy the delights of an idyllic world - until they
discover an uncomfortable truth beneath the
surface. Take a nostalgic journey through time
with these vintage Doctor Who adventures!
Dalek Audio Annual Jul 29 2022
Doctor Who: The Resurrection Plant Jul 05
2020 Frazer Hines reads a brand new story
featuring the Second Doctor, Jamie and Zoe.
The TARDIS brings its occupants to Calico
Three, an Earth-like planetoid where industrial
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foundries are worked alongside sophisticated
technology. The Doctor is staggered to learn
about the Resurrection Plant, which re-births
anyone mortally wounded in the line of work.
While Jamie is put to work in the foundry, Zoe
and the Doctor investigate the Plant - but when
the machine goes terribly wrong, they must
work with the locals to combat a horrifying
monster. The Doctor also uncovers a shameful
secret that, for him at least, hits close to home.
Frazer Hines, who played Jamie in the TV
series, reads Will Hadcroft's intriguing
adventure. ©2022 BBC Studios Distribution Ltd
(P)2022 BBC Studios Distribution Ltd
Doctor who Nov 01 2022
Steal the Stars Dec 22 2021 Steal the Stars, a
debut novel by Nat Cassidy, is based on the
science fiction podcast from Tor Labs, written
by Mac Rogers. Dakota “Dak” Prentiss guards
the biggest secret in the world. They call it
“Moss.” It’s your standard grey alien from
innumerable abduction stories. It still sits at the
controls of the spaceship it crash-landed eleven
years ago. A secret military base was built
around the crash site to study both Moss and
the dangerous technology it brought to Earth.
The day Matt Salem joins her security team,
Dak’s whole world changes. It’s love at first
sight—which is a problem, since they both
signed ironclad contracts vowing not to
fraternize with other military personnel. If they
run, they’ll be hunted for what they know. Dak
and Matt have only way to be together: do the
impossible. Steal Moss and sell the secret of its
the-second-tor-who-audio-annual-multi-tor-stories

existence. And they can’t afford a single
mistake.
The Nowhere Place May 03 2020 2197. The
fighter-carrier Valiant has just crossed Pluto's
orbital path. Its captain is expecting trouble
from alien raiders. She is not expecting the
Doctor and Evelyn. She does not believe
members of her crew when they say they can
hear an ancient bell ringing. A bell that strikes
terror into their hearts. The Turret Class
locomotive Ivy Lee is hurtling through the
night. On board, there should only be two
passengers: both of them carrying documents
from the War Office. 1952. But now, there are
also two unexpected visitors on the train. One
is the guard with ill-fitting trousers, the other is
an excessively dotty old lady. The Doctor and
Evelyn have arrived and 'Time's End' is
approaching.
Doctor Who: Timelash Feb 21 2022 Colin Baker
reads this dynamic novelisation of a TV
adventure featuring the Sixth Doctor and Peri.
The inhabitants of the planet Karfel are
suffering under the tyrannical rule of their
leader, the Borad, who has brought his world to
the brink of interplanetary war. Those who dare
to oppose the will of the Borad are mercilessly
sacrificed to the Timelash, a fate considered by
many to be worse than death. When the Doctor
arrives on Karfel he soon discovers the Borad's
horrifying plan - and realises he must be
stopped at all costs. (P) 2022 BBC Studios
Distribution Ltd © 2022 BBC Studios
Distribution Ltd

Doctor Who Jul 25 2019 There were two
friends, and together they travelled the cosmos.
They thwarted tyrants and defeated monsters,
they righted wrongs wherever they went. They
explored the distant future and the distant past,
new worlds and galaxies, places beyond
imagining. But every good story has to come to
an end ...
Doctor Who: the Nightmare Realm Apr 25
2022 Dan Starkey reads this imaginitive
original story featuring the Twelfth Doctor and
Nardole. "Time: the present. Place: Smalltown,
USA. A town like any other. A sleepy world of
white picket fences, front porch gliders and
freshly-mown lawns, a Pontiac or Chevrolet in
every driveway. "But the streets are empty,
with not a sound to be heard, and no-one to
hear it if there was. Because this town is merely
an empty stage, waiting for its players to take
their parts. They're due to make their entrance
any moment now, strangers in a strange land,
somewhere in that timeless space known only
as The Nightmare Realm." It's into this strange
world of shifting sands that the TARDIS propels
the Doctor and Nardole, who think they're in
1950s suburbia until an apparent nuclear
attack takes them into far darker territory, with
a series of terrifying consequences... Dan
Starkey, who played the Sontaran Strax in the
TV series, reads this unsettling original story by
Jonathan Morris (P) 2021 BBC Studios
Distribution Ltd Reading produced by Neil
Gardner Sound design by David Roocroft
Project editor: John Ainsworth Executive
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producer: Michael Stevens
Stuff They Don't Want You to Know Nov 08
2020 “Interesting...Bowlin's calmly rational
approach to the subject of conspiracy theories
shows the importance of logic and
evidence.”—Booklist "A page-turning book to
give to someone who believes in pizza
pedophilia or that the Illuminati rule the
world."—Kirkus Reviews The co-hosts of the hit
podcast Stuff They Don’t Want You to Know,
Ben Bowlin, Matthew Frederick, & Noel Brown,
discern conspiracy fact from fiction in this
sharp, humorous, compulsively readable, and
gorgeously illustrated book. In times of chaos
and uncertainty, when trust is low and
economic disparity is high, when political
institutions are crumbling and cultural
animosities are building, conspiracy theories
find fertile ground. Many are wild, most are
untrue, a few are hard to ignore, but all of them
share one vital trait: there’s a seed of truth at
their center. That seed carries the sordid,
conspiracy-riddled history of our institutions
and corporations woven into its DNA. Ben
Bowlin, Matt Frederick, and Noel Brown host
the popular iHeart Media podcast, Stuff They
Don’t Want You To Know. They are experts at
exploring, explaining, and interrogating today’s
emergent conspiracies—from chem trails and
biological testing to the secrets of lobbying and
the indisputable evidence of UFOs. Written in a
smart, witty, and conversational style, elevated
with amazing illustrations, Stuff They Don’t
Want You to Know is a vital book in
the-second-tor-who-audio-annual-multi-tor-stories

understanding the nature of conspiracy and
using truth as a powerful weapon against
ignorance, misinformation, and lies.
The Dispatcher Aug 30 2022 One day, not long
from now, it becomes almost impossible to
murder anyone - 999 times out of a thousand,
anyone who is intentionally killed comes back.
How? We don't know. But it changes
everything: war, crime, daily life. Tony Valdez is
a Dispatcher - a licensed, bonded professional
whose job is to humanely dispatch those whose
circumstances put them in death's crosshairs,
so they can have a second chance to avoid the
reaper. But when a fellow Dispatcher and
former friend is apparently kidnapped, Tony
learns that there are some things that are
worse than death, and that some people are
ready to do almost anything to avenge what
they see as a wrong. It's a race against time for
Valdez to find his friend before it's too
late...before not even a Dispatcher can save
him.
Doctor Who, the New Audio Adventures
Nov 20 2021 Since 1999, Big Finish
Productions has produced regular, fullylicensed ongoing audio adventures for the
Doctor and his companions. Doctor Who: The
New Audio Adventures is a no-holds-barred
account of the making of every Big Finish
Doctor Who play, from 1999's The Sirens of
Time to 2003's anniversary special, Zagreus.
Within the pages of this official and
authoritative publication are all-new interviews
with over 100 actors, writers, directors,

producers, and other contributors, plus a
plethora of previously unseen photographs.
Doctor Who - The Ninth Doctor Chronicles Jun
27 2022 Retail Therapy: Jackie Tyler is a
success. Every home should have a Glubby
Glub, and Jackie is star saleswoman on the
Powell Estate. At last, she's found her calling
and it's only a matter of time before she can
give Rose the life she deserves. But the Doctor
isn't impressed. Jackie Tyler isn't just filling
peoples' houses with useless clutter. He
believes she's launching an alien invasion.
Doctor Who: The Target Storybook Dec 10 2020
We’re all stories in the end... In this exciting
collection you’ll find all-new stories spinning off
from some of your favourite Doctor Who
moments across the history of the series. Learn
what happened next, what went on before, and
what occurred off-screen in an inventive
selection of sequels, side-trips, foreshadowings
and first-hand accounts – and look forward too,
with a brand new adventure for the Thirteenth
Doctor. Each story expands in thrilling ways
upon aspects of Doctor Who’s enduring legend.
With contributions from show luminaries past
and present – including Colin Baker, Matthew
Waterhouse, Vinay Patel, Joy Wilkinson and
Terrance Dicks – The Target Storybook is a
once-in-a-lifetime tour around the wonders of
the Whoniverse.
Doctor Who: Scratchman Jan 23 2022 THE
SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER What are you
afraid of? In his first-ever Doctor Who novel,
Tom Baker’s incredible imagination is given
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free rein. A story so epic it was originally
intended for the big screen, Scratchman is a
gripping, white-knuckle thriller almost forty
years in the making. The Doctor, Harry and
Sarah Jane Smith arrive at a remote Scottish
island, when their holiday is cut short by the
appearance of strange creatures – hideous
scarecrows, who are preying on the local
population. The islanders are living in fear, and
the Doctor vows to save them all. But it doesn’t
go to plan – the time travellers have fallen into
a trap, and Scratchman is coming for them.
With the fate of the universe hanging in the
balance, the Doctor must battle an ancient
force from another dimension, one who claims
to be the Devil. Scratchman wants to know
what the Doctor is most afraid of. And the
Doctor’s worst nightmares are coming out to
play...
Doctor Who: the Scent of Blood Sep 30 2022
Dan Starkey reads a brand new audio
adventure for the Eighth Doctor, set in
Victorian Edinburgh. It's the late 1890s, and
newspaper journalist James MacFarlane is on
the trail of a supernatural entity. He's joined in
his investigations by a mysterious stranger,
who calls himself the Doctor and professes to
know a lot about vampires. As gangs of locals
gather zombie-like on the city's streets, James
and the Doctor find themselves on a dangerous
trail to find the truth. What links the secretive
Lord and Lady Elmhurst to local events? What
strange force is luring ordinary men and
women to a local quarry? The Doctor soon
the-second-tor-who-audio-annual-multi-tor-stories

realises that the answers lie in his own past.
Trial of the Valeyard Mar 01 2020 "There is
some evil in all of us, even the Doctor.
Transported aboard the Time Lords' orbiting
courtroom. the Doctor once again encounters
the Valeyard, an amalgamation of the darker
sides of his nature. This time, however, the
Doctor isn't in the dock. This time, the Valeyard
is the defendant, accused of a crime so terrible
that the presiding Inquisitor is forbidden to
reveal it even to the court, nor even to his
counsel for the defence, the Doctor. If the
Valeyard is found guilty, he'll be executed.
Execute the Valeyard, and the secret of his
origins dies with him. A secret that the Doctor
is desperate to know and which the Time Lords
will stop at nothing to protect."--Container.
The Sirens of Time May 27 2022
Matrix Jan 29 2020 "The Doctor is on the run
from a faceless enemy that knows his every
thought and move. He flees to his past,
planning to leave Ace in safe hands in order to
fight on alone. But his enemy has other plans,
and the Doctor's history no longer exists. The
TARDIS is finally drawn to London in the winter
of 1888, where the Doctor and Ace discover a
dark secret from Gallifrey's past, and the name
of their unseen opponent. It is Jack the
Ripper."--Page 4 of cover.
Doctor Who and the Genesis of the Daleks Apr
01 2020 The place: Skaro. Time: The Birth of
the Daleks. After 1,000 years of futile war
against the Thals, Davros has perfected the
physical form that will carry his race into

eternity--the dreaded Dalek. Without feeling,
conscience or pity, the Dalek is programmed to
exterminate. At the command of the Time
Lords, the Doctor travels back through time in
an effort to totally destroy this terrible menace
of the future. But even the Doctor cannot
always win. An unabridged reading of this
classic novelization of a 1975 TV story featuring
the Fourth Doctor, as played by Tom Baker.
Issola Aug 25 2019 Okay, so maybe I've been
living in the woods too long, where you can't
even get a decent cup of klava first thing in the
morning. So who should turn up but Lady
Teldra, the courtly servant of my old friend the
Dragonlord Morrolan? Teldra wants my help,
because Morrolan and Aliera have disappeared,
and according to Sethra Lavode, it looks like
they may be in the hands of the Jenoine. Do I
want to mess with them? The guys who made
this place? And I thought I had problems
before... Oh well, what's a little cosmic battle
with beings who control time and space? It's
better than hunkering down in the woods
without even so much as a drinkable cup of
klava. In Issola, Stephen Brust delivers another
swashbuckling fantasy adventure for Vlad
Taltos. At the Publisher's request, this title is
being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.
Spare Parts Jan 11 2021 On a dark frozen
planet where no planet should be, in a ratinfested city with a sky of stone, the Doctor and
Nyssa unearth a black market in second-hand
body parts and run the gauntlet of augmented
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police and their augmented horses. And just
between the tramstop and the picturehouse,
the Doctor's worst suspicions are confirmed:
the Cybermen have only just begun.
Daniel Visits the Doctor Sep 18 2021 A new
generation of children love Daniel Tiger’s
Neighborhood, inspired by the classic series
Mister Rogers’ Neighborhood! Daniel Tiger
goes to the doctor in this adorable new 8x8
storybook retelling of a popular episode! Daniel
is feeling a little nervous before his check-up
with Dr. Anna. But with a little reassurance
from Mom, Daniel learns that talking about
what will happen at the doctor’s office helps to
make the trip a lot less scary. © 2014 The Fred
Rogers Company.
Who Makes the Franchise? Oct 27 2019 Fans
and the billion-dollar franchises in which they
participate have together become powerful
agents within popular culture. These franchises
have launched avenues for fans to expand and
influence the stories that they tell. This book
examines those fan-driven narratives as
"wilderness texts," in which fans use their
platforms to create for themselves while also
communicating their visions to the franchises,
thus spurring innovation. The essays in this
collection look at how fans intervene in the
production of mass media. Scholars analyze the
negotiations between fan desires for both
novelty and familiarity that franchises must
maintain in order to achieve critical and
commercial success. Applying varying
theoretical approaches to discussions of fan
the-second-tor-who-audio-annual-multi-tor-stories

responses to franchises, including Star Wars,
Marvel, Godzilla, Firefly, The Terminator, Star
Trek, DC, and The Muppets, these essays
provide insight into the ever-changing
relationships between fandom and transmedia
storytelling.
BBC Doctor Who Dec 30 2019 "Calibris. The
spaceport planet where anything goes. Where
anyone who doesn't want to be found can be
lost, and where everything has its price. Where
betentacled gangster Gully holds sway at the
smugglers' tavern, Vagabond's Reach. The alien
Vacintians are trying to impose some order on
the chaos. Soon the Doctor and Donna discover
why. An illegal weapon is loose on the streets. A
weapon that destroys lives & Slowly and
agonisingly"--Container.
Doctor Who: Night of the Humans Jun 23
2019 'This is the Gyre - the most hostile
environment in the galaxy...' 250,000 years'
worth of junk floating in deep space, home to
the shipwrecked Sittuun, the carnivorous
Sollogs, and worst of all - the Humans. The
Doctor and Amy arrive on this terrifying world
in the middle of an all-out frontier war between
Sittuun and Humans, and the countdown has
already started. There's a comet in the sky, and
it's on a collision course with the Gyre... When
the Doctor is kidnapped, it's up to Amy and
"galaxy-famous swashbuckler" Dirk Slipstream
to save the day. But who is Slipstream, exactly?
And what is he really doing here? A thrilling,
time travel adventure featuring the Eleventh
Doctor and Amy, as played by Matt Smith and

Karen Gillan in the spectacular hit series from
BBC Television
Trail of the White Worm Mar 13 2021 "The
legend dates back to Roman times, at least: a
great White Worm, as wide as a man, slithers
out of the rocks of the Dark Peak Gap to take
animals, sometimes even children, for its food.
When the Doctor and Leela arrive in the wilds
of Derbyshire, only to get caught up in the hunt
for a missing girl, they soon discover that the
legend of the Worm is very much alive, even
now, in 1979. Worse still, it seems that the
Doctor isn't the only renegade Time Lord on the
trail of this deadly and mysterious Worm"-Container.
Billboard Sep 06 2020 In its 114th year,
Billboard remains the world's premier weekly
music publication and a diverse digital, events,
brand, content and data licensing platform.
Billboard publishes the most trusted charts and
offers unrivaled reporting about the latest
music, video, gaming, media, digital and mobile
entertainment issues and trends.
The Blue Tooth Feb 09 2021 When Liz Shaw's
friend Jean goes missing, the Doctor and
U.N.I.T. are drawn to the scene to investigate.
Soon Liz discovers a potential alien invasion
that will have far-reaching affects on her life,
and the Doctor is unexpectedly re-united with
an old enemy.
Infinite Quest - A Checklist of Doctor Who
Audio & Video Releases Oct 08 2020 Infinite
Quest is the ultimate guide to the everexpanding universe of Doctor Who's adventures
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on video and audio. With complete guides to
the BBC TV broadcasts and DVDs, the Big
Finish range of adventures, Target
dramatisations, fan productions, audiobooks
and more, it lists 2,000-plus different stories,
released in a multitude of formats, between
1963 and today. All thirteen Doctors (to date)
are included, alongside a wealth of related spinoffs, sidelines and, of course, the Doctor's
greatest friends and foes - K-9, UNIT,
Torchwood, Davros and the Daleks, the
Cybermen, Class, Sarah Jane Smith, Bernice
Summerfield, Charlie Pollard, the Autons, the
Zygons, Lady Christina, River Song and many
others.
Doctor Who: Rhythm of Destruction May 15
2021 The Doctor arrives on the uninhabited
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planetoid Quish, famous for having the biggest
natural amphitheatre in the galaxy. The Blitzats
Jazz Quartet are playing, but shortly afterwards
the planetoid implodes. Everywhere they play
they leave a trail of destruction in their wake-someone dies, a city is wiped out, and an entire
planet vanishes. But why--and how? The Doctor
realizes that the answer lies close to home.
Dalek Empire Apr 13 2021 All eight scripts
from Big Finish's acclaimed Dalek Empire and
Dalek War audio dramas are included in this
collection. The scripts include cut scenes and
alternative dialogue, and are fully annotated.
The book also includes a foreword by actor
Mark McDonnell, who played Alby Brook in the
series, exclusive in-depth interviews with
writer/director Nicholas Briggs, original
archive documents, outlines, character
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biographies, and a sneak peek at Dalek Empire
III.
Jubilee Aug 06 2020 Hurrah! The deadly
Daleks are back! Yes, those loveable tinpot
tyrants have another plan to invade our world.
Maybe this time because they want to drill to
the Earth£s core. Or maybe because they just
feel like it. And when those pesky pepperpots
are in town, there is one thing you can be sure
of. There will be non-stop high octane mayhem
in store. And plenty of exterminations! But
never fear. The Doctor is on hand to sort them
out. Defender of the Earth, saviour of us all.
With his beautiful assistant, Evelyn Smythe, by
his side, he will fight once again to uphold the
beliefs of the English Empire. All hail the
glorious English Empire!
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